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Introduction. A focus on “User Experience” (UX) is widely known to be key to the success of traditional 

(i.e. non-digital) as well as digital (i.e. devices, applications, web sites, etc.) product design and 

development, both in the consumer and enterprise domains12.  Enterprises continue to under-invest in: (a) 

engaging the “business” as part of internal digital product development (e.g. design of Productivity/C3SC3 

solutions); (b) developing a holistic understanding of their end-users, and (c) focusing on overall user 

experience to ensure successful adoption and value realization from investments in information worker 

facing technologies. 

Based on experiences with leading companies around the world, organizations stand to benefit greatly 

from better understanding the importance of achieving greater levels of maturity in the following six 

inter-related areas, often defined by leading organizations in their “User Experience Strategy”: 

 Awareness of UX Value 

 E2E Lifecycle Investment in UX 

 UX Leadership 

 UX Organizational Capability 

 Business/User Engagement and Enablement Processes 

 Measurement of and Continuous Improvement in UX 

While enterprises may perform well on a few of these dimensions, it can be argued that higher levels of 

maturity across the board are required to avoid the following consequences: 

 Low adoption and corresponding negligible gains in insights, productivity and innovation (i.e. 

unrealized value) 

 Use of alternative solutions (similar to consumer switching behavior) 

 Negative cost recovery 

                                                 
1 http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2013/01/scaling_your_ux_strategy.html 

2 http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2013/07/the_rise_of_ux_leadership.html 

3 “C3SC” = Collaboration, Communication, Content and Social Computing, inclusive of self-service BI, Forms and 

Workflow, as well as lightweight, platform-based applications (Enterprise and/or Cloud-Hosted) and/or 3rd party 

solutions. 
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 Loss of credibility and relevance 

 De-funding of initiatives, programs, and delivery organizations 

With this as background, this briefing further highlights the user experience mandate that leading, 

modern organizations must consider as well as presents a UX progression model and further describes 

why developing a User Experience Strategy for enterprise C3SC initiatives is imperative. 

Why User Experience is Important for Productivity/C3SC Initiatives 

With productivity known to be an increasingly key competitive differentiator in large enterprises and 

government institutions4, coupled with the complex array of technology solutions, processes, culture, 

training and leadership required to realize benefits from productivity solutions, organizations are 

increasingly developing high level “Productivity/C3SC Domain Strategies” to define long-term direction 

relative to business needs and market/technology trends. 

For example, with the emergence of enterprise Social and Cloud computing in the mid-late 2000’s, many 

organizations have developed (or are in the process of developing) comprehensive strategies in these 

areas, as well as investing in a number of others (e.g. Communication and Collaboration, Enterprise 

Content Management (ECM), Mobility, BYOD, CoIT, desktop, BI, Portals/WCM, Apps, etc.). 

These “strategies” typically include information on market drivers/competitive trends, technology 

trends/analyst summaries, the business opportunity space/requirements, technical capability models, 

capability maturity models (CMMs), current state/future state assessment, gap analysis, vendor 

analysis/roadmaps, options analysis, recommendations, service roadmaps, etc. 

As multiple vendor delivery platforms and/or solutions will be required to supporting the above-

mentioned strategies within an organization, it is highly likely that end-users will face multiple 

access/security and interactive paradigms across their respective solution space(s). In this environment, 

while UI/Style guides may exist and be enforced, overall user experience principles and guidelines 

(possibly resulting from a “UX Strategy” effort) are required to promote consistency and improve usability 

across platforms (though they often don’t exist). 

For example, an organization’s UX Strategy may include a working definition of what user experience 

means to the organization specifically, guidelines for where and how it needs to be applied relative to 

development and rollout processes, how the business needs to be engaged, and how UX needs to be 

tracked, measured and continuously improved. It should also define the organization’s overall approach 

to UX (for examples, see Robert Fabricant’s 7 January 2013 HBR article: “Scaling your UX Strategy “5, 

wherein different UX strategies including lean/six-sigma UX, baby-step UX and customer-driven UX are 

defined). 

                                                 
4 See: Strategies for Delivery Productivity and Value with Information Worker Technologies, Todd Ray.  
5 http://blogs.hbr.org/cs/2013/01/scaling_your_ux_strategy.html 

https://extremetray.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/strategies-for-delivering-productivity-and-value-with-information-worker-technologies2.pdf
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Assessing UX Maturity for C3SC Initiatives 

Strong UX-oriented organizations possess a difficult to acquire and maintain set of characteristics 

whereby both utilitarian and emotional value are provided via a combination of aesthetic, functional and 

usability-oriented capabilities. 

This contrasts with many other types of organizations that even with strong design/development cultures 

focus mostly on the functional, utilitarian side and less on the emotional value driven by aesthetics and 

usability. 

 

To enable the needed shift away from the functional/utilitarian orientation, organizations should first 

assess where they sit with respect to a common set of UX-oriented dimensions, and then determine given 

their business goals and technical/organizational/cost constraints where they wish to move over time as 

part of an overall UX Strategy. These dimensions were first presented in the introduction and are repeated 

below, including a discussion of a typical assessment approach using capability maturity modeling 

principles and an example assessment diagram. 

 Awareness of Value. Perception throughout the organization of the business impact that 

continual investment in UX can have 

 E2E Lifecycle Investment. End-to-end focus on user experience in the product design lifecycle 

 Leadership. Executive leadership understanding, sponsorship and involvement 

 Organizational Capability. Skilled UX resources, beyond just traditional designers, in multiple 

parts of the organization 

 Business/User Engagement and Enablement Processes. Formalized processes to engage 

business units and their end-users in the design, roll-out and enablement phases. 

 Measurement and Continuous Improvement. Ability to measure, communicate and react to 

explicit investments in user experience. 

http://blogs.bluerooster.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/UX-Strategy-Flow-03.png
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For each of the above dimensions, a simple progression model framework of “Baseline -> Developing -> 

Operating -> Optimizing”6 can help establish where an organization sits with respect to each dimension 

and where they’d like to move to over time as part of a strategic plan. This is shown in the diagram below 

(example plotting provided). 

 

In typical progression model assessment work, each block will have a few paragraphs of text describing 

the intended state at that point in the matrix. 

Note that a more detailed assessment would typically be performed as part of a UX Strategy development 

effort, one of the first steps recommended as part of a broader “Productivity Experience Program” such as 

that pictured in the diagram below. 

                                                 
6 Essentially, “baseline” means that for the dimension in question, the organization is just getting started or is doing 

nothing; “developing” indicates that the organization is doing something and efforts are underway; “operating” 

means material progress has been made relative to the progression model criteria; and “optimizing” indicates a state 

whereby marginal returns on increased investment are typical for that dimension (a state rarely reached but important 

as a north star in modeling efforts of this type) 

 

http://blogs.bluerooster.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/UX-Strategy-Flow-02.png
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Please contact toddray@alumni.stanford.edu for more information. 
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